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Are you ready to learn how to forgive even 
if it seems impossible?
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It’s time to begin to identify what really needs to be forgiven, 
why you want to forgive and how NOT forgiving affects every 
single aspect of your life.

Your relationships, your health, your happiness, your success, 
your abundance and more can all be impacted in very significant 
ways when you don’t forgive and let go of the past. We’re 
learning how to change the energy to start moving forward.

Write your answer here

So what is your ability to forgive?  What do you 
think it is? What is your true ability to forgive 
others?

W
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Write your answers here

How do you recognize when there is a need to 
forgive and exactly what it is that you are 
forgiving? 

W
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What is the real offense? Take some time to 
describe how this has affected your life and how has 
it affected the eyes through which you view the 
world

Write your answers here

W
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So how has your vibrational 
frequency affected your life? 

Write your answers here

These are your beliefs, your perspectives and of course the 
emotional responses connected to them

W
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How has it affected the eyes through 
which you view the world?  

Write your answers here

Be really honest with yourself here.. So in other words what 
is your lens? What is your perspective? What is the energy 
frequency of your life?

W
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The Effects of Not Forgiving

The Law of Attraction

I'd like to talk a minute about the Law of Attraction and how 
it really works.  The Law of Attraction first of all is a universal 
law. 

What that means is that it holds true under every single 
circumstance. So because of that, you can trust it when 
you're working with it to manifest the things that you're 
looking to manifest.

However when you're not aware of it and not aware of the 
energy that you're projecting…Well… it can also wreak havoc 
in your life.

The Law of Attraction has two major principles 

1. It says that all energy seeks out other energy just like itself
2. Whatever you're putting your focus on is going to expand
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Law of Attraction, cont.

So what that means is that as you are projecting out 
an energy, it goes out into the universe and it always 
brings back other energy just like itself

As you are putting focus on that energy of course it's 
doing double time,  triple time, quadrupled time 
depending on how much focus you’re putting on it

So the more that you can let go of energy that is not 
serving you, The clearer the response will be from 
the universe in regards to what it is that you do want 
to experience. 

So how does this Law of Attraction work in terms of 
your energy field and of course, how is it related to 
forgiveness?
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Law of Attraction & Forgiveness

The energies that are associated with unforgiveness
are very, very dense.  

What do I mean by that?

What I mean is that there is very little light that is 
able to move through that energy. The density is 
something that you actually feel physically.

You get stuck in your muck you can't move forward. 
You seem to attract the same kinds of relationships 
or situations over and over and over again

And that's because the dominating 
energy is dense

So of course the antidote to that is to inject more 

light into your energy field
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Law of Attraction & Forgiveness

Now this is where you really need to start taking 
responsibility for what you bring into your life. 

You need to be responsible for 
the people
for the conversations 
for the activities 
for the events

Everything that you surround yourself with

Because regardless of what that is and who you're 
with, you are always ingesting energy

So when you become more aware of the energetic 
sources and how it makes you feel

You will discern faster and faster what makes you 
feel good and what's true and what's real for you
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Law of Attraction & Forgiveness

So with the Law of Attraction,  if you have a situation 
or person in an incident, a deep trauma that is still 
not yet forgiven or let go of

The dense energies will result in 
• anger, maybe even rage
• unworthiness
• undeservedness
• unloveableness and 
• you will feel separate from the rest of the 

world
It will feel like everybody else is happy, everybody 
else is successful,  everybody else has what they 
want in their lives EXCEPT YOU!.

The truth is everything that you want is waiting for 
you, but it's waiting for you to get in alignment with it 
energetically so that it can show up!
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Energy Debris

Picture a helicopter landing pad with a great big red X in the middle 
of it. and hovering over it is is huge helicopter that is filled with 
everything you've been waiting for in your life. 

• You’ve been waiting for love, true love, deep abiding intimate 
love, soulmate love.  

• You've been waiting for success, for a feeling of fulfillment

• You've been waiting for prosperity or abundance

• You've been waiting for a feeling of being light and joy

But this helicopter is hovering because there's no place to land on 
that landing pad.  Why?  

Because over in this corner you have all the debris from that fight. 
In this corner you have all the debris from that trauma, in this corner 
you have all the debris from relationships gone awry. 

From jobs that have left you feeling less than appreciated or fulfilled. 
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Energy Debris
In other words, all the toxins and the debris from these situations 
that have gone unforgiven and your inability to let go of that energy 
up until this point is exactly what is preventing you from experiencing 
those things truly in your life

In other words, your helicopter can't land!

So eventually what happens is all of that hovering starts blowing all of 
this debris, all those toxins all around inside of you.  And suddenly 
you have inabilities.

And suddenly you have:

• An inability to trust 
• An inability to create intimacy
• An inability to be happy joyful or fulfilled
• You have an inability to receive fully and 
• You have an inability to give love
• And maybe you have an inability for successful and fulfilling 

relationships of any kind

And that's because all of those toxins, all of that debris has been 
blown through every dimension of your being. And you, the 
essence of you, has been buried, lost in the debris, lost in the muck 
of all of these unforgiven dense energies.
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W

If you need to backup and reread or re-listen to 
something that I've said, I want you to go ahead and do 
that. 

Remember this is your time and it's your workshop
it's your time for forgiving. I just want you to really see 
and really understand yourself and this is the way that 
you will start to create true intimacy and true connection
in your life and in all of your relationships and it must 
begin within yourself
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Get detailed here. Write about how your lens has affected your 
relationships.  These can be family, friends, coworkers, lovers. Address 
what toxic debris is in your corners because of something unforgiven (a 
fight, a breakup, etc.)

Write your answer here

If you need to backup and reread or relisten to something 
that I've said, I want you to go ahead and do that. 

Remember this is your time and it's your workshop
it's your time for forgiving. I just want you to really see 
and really understand yourself and this is the way that 
you will start to create true intimacy and true connection
in your life and in all of your relationships and it must 
begin within yourself
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The disharmony this unforgiven energy creates on your health can be 
significant.  What has it cost you?  How does it manifest?

On the following pages, there are health symptoms listed.  They are 
pretty self explanatory but don’t just skip this section.  

Take the time to really think about this.  Give yourself some examples 
of when you've experienced these and when you do I want to caution 
you about another thing…no beating yourself up over them

We're looking at these aspects of disharmony so that you can 
recognize it in your life but make the choices that will take you out of 
this energy and and into the energy where health and happiness and 
wholeness is waiting for you.

You're not alone here. Everyone experiencing this workshop has at 
sometime in their lives, experienced this disharmony, including myself.

W
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My Story Of Failing Health

Before I left my marriage, I suffered from constant 

headaches, constant digestive issues, I had arthritis like pain 

in my hips that made me just cry in my sleep at times or I 

couldn't get up out of the seated position.

I also use to have panic attacks that would wake me in the 

middle of the night and all of these panic attacks would have 

the same theme…I couldn't find my wedding ring

I thought I was happy, but the truth of the matter was all of 

these physical manifestations meant something and what 

they meant was that I had some deep underlying unhappiness 

whose causes were yet to be forgiven.
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My Story Of Failing Health

So once I placed myself in the hands and the heart of my 

higher self and I let my spirit be in charge.

Incredibly miraculously all of those health issues 

and the symptoms disappeared!

How is that possible? Remember, there is no separation 

between your body your mind and your spirit. 

And so when your spirit is not free, when it is not being fed 

the light it needs in order to be a sustainable energy in your 

life…Your body and your mind suffer.  So I want you to look at 

your own health now.
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Be kind to yourself and use this time to seek, to know and to 
understand and then to begin to accept yourself for who you are.

Know that just by addressing this, taking this workshop and 
beginning to understand your choices to shift energy, your past is 
already changing and that old part of your life is over.

You are moving on to a brand new life… a life of freedom

I want you to remember those principles of the Law of Attraction 
that I taught you. Energy always seeks out or attracts other energy 
just like itself. 

Whatever you put your focus on is going to expand energetically
as well as the effect it has on you.

So what do these symptoms tell you about the energy that created 
them and what will this energy continue to create if it is not shifted, 
HeartShifted into a higher vibration of frequency
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Pain and suffering

Stress

Illness/Chronic Disease

Injuries

Depression

Diminished sense of self

Anxiety

Fear

Sleeplessness

Immune insufficiency

W
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W

Do you have any chronic symptoms of any kind?  How 
about periodic symptoms, even just occasional 
symptoms?
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Write your answer here

W

Unforgiven energy, it’s like a dense fog in front of your 
eyes, you can only see a few feet in front of you.

As you begin to forgive and this unforgiven energy begins 
to be replaced with light; the fog begins to lift and you can 
see a bigger, longer path that was in front of you this 
whole time.

Knowing what you now know, how do you think 
that unforgiven or unheartshifted energy affects 
your ability to see new possibilities
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Inability to see new possibilities

Inability to take risks

Doubting your capabilities

W

Unforgiven energy has a way of finding it’s way into 
everything, including your self-esteem. 

And then you’re stuck, unable to see your potential, 
unable to see how capable you are of doing anything you 
want and that includes pulling yourself through this 
forgiveness process (By the way, you ARE capable and you 
are starting to recognize that just by recognizing how the 
unforgiven energy is affecting you)
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Unable to receive the good in life, 
abundance, prosperity

Unable to give them as well

Unable to appreciate opportunities 
that come your way

Unable to move on and move out of 
the unforgiven energy

W
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The way you see the world affects every aspect of how 
you live it.  In fact there is absolutely no place that is 
untouched by that lens through which you are looking at 
the world right this second and again the reason for this is 
that the way you see the world creates the energy field 
that you actually live in.

Remember that energy field has a frequency and energy 
frequency all of its own and that frequency can only 
attract to it other things that are of the same energy 
frequency

Every thought 
Every emotion
Every belief
Every choice that you make 
Every action that you take all have a vibrational energy 
that is unique to it
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Those that then attract more like them and congregate 
are of that same tone so the stronger they become within 
you they determine what you connect with.

This is the Law of Energy and is what creates your overall 
frequency or overall energy.

But it also creates your overall experience in life

How Do You See The World Now

So how do you see the world and again I'd urge you to be 
truthful so that you can take your answers and then
if it's not going to direct you towards what you really 
want to experience you can choose differently.

You can HeartShift it.
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W

How Do You See The World Now

• Half full or half empty?

• Waiting for the other shoe to drop

• Waiting for something to change

• Waiting for someone to change

• Waiting for someone to do something

• Waiting for the world to end
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How Do You See The World Now

I think that you can see how and why it's so important 
that you change the way you see the world.  

If you are unhappy, if you're unfulfilled and if you're 
feeling separate from the world in any way, if you're 
feeling unloved, are feeling impoverished instead of 
prosperous, this is the difference between dreaming of 
a life that's out of your reach or actually living the life of 
your dreams so what choice are you making right here 
and right now.

Leaving issues unforgiven robs you of everything your 
heart really wants and can only continue to erode your 
sense of self your relationships to others, your 
relationship with the universe and most of all your 
relationship to yourself and the beauty and the peace 
and the joy that is waiting to be yours.  
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Did you know there will soon be HeartShift TV 
and Radio?  It will be a place to come and listen 
for advice and guidance on all things energy, 
shifting, transformation, Self Love and more.

Keep up and know when by following me on 
Facebook and Twitter.

www.facebook.com/HeartShiftCoach

www.twitter.com/HeartShiftCoach

http://www.facebook.com/HeartShiftCoach
http://www.twitter.com/HeartShiftCoach

